
Story play for creative young 
minds. Match the cards and 

make up stories!

AIM OF THE GAME

To be the first player to get rid 
of all your cards.

PLAY-DOH card game helps 
little ones with matching skills 
and stretches their imagination 

and playfulness.

Play the PLAY-DOH card game 
with your kids until they get 
the hang of it. There’s no end 
to a child’s creativity, so once 
they know how to play, they 

can have hours of fun, with you 
or with each other.

CONTENT: 
55 PLAY-DOH Picture cards packed 
with crazy creations.
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15’ 4+ 2-6 EN

Each Player has 3
face-up cards

Starting card

Get the free Shuffle app

shufflecardgames.com

GET READY!

 ∞Shuffle the cards. Turn the top 
one over and put it face up in 
the middle.

 ∞Deal the pack equally between 
all the players (for a shorter 
game, deal out fewer cards). 

 ∞Put a pile of cards face down in 
front of every player. Ask them 
to turn their top three cards 
face up in front of them.

 ∞You’re ready to play.

HOW TO PLAY

The child who can pull the silliest 
face goes first.

When It’s Your Turn 

 ∞Choose one of your cards that 
matches something about 
the card in the middle. Maybe 
they’re both animals, things 
you can eat or they both have 
wheels.

 ∞ Play a card: Put the card you 
chose on top of the card on the 
table. Shout out why it matches. 
For example: They’re both 
animals! or They both roar!

Matching Tips: 
You could match the lion in the 
middle with a polar bear because 
they’re both animals OR with 
the hamburger because they’re 
both brown.

You could make up a story: “The 
lion is the king of the jungle, so 
he wears a crown” OR... 
“Everyone knows that lions love 
hamburgers!” 
It’s up to the group as a whole to 
say if they allow it.

 ∞Turn over another card from 
your pile, to replace the one 
you played.
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THE WINNER!

The first player with no cards 
left in their hand or their pile 
is the winner! Do a winner’s 

happy dance!

EXAMPLE GAME PLAY

The Starting card is a black cat.

On his turn, Chris plays the frog 
card and tells everyone that: “The 
frog and the leaf are both green.”

Marco pulls a very silly face and 
gets to go first.
He plays the monkey card, because 
“cats and monkeys are both 
animals.” He says this out loud.

Sophie looks at her cards.  
She doesn’t have any cards that 
seem to match, so she makes up a 
story.
“The frog loved to jump, but 
he couldn’t go very high, so he 
climbed into a hot air balloon. 
Wow, my pond looks tiny from up 
here!”
Everyone loves her story, so she can 
play that card.

It’s Marco’s turn again!

 ∞ If you can’t match anything at 
all, you can’t go!

 ∞Your turn is over! Who’s next?

Vicky goes next.
She puts down the leaf card and 
says: “Monkeys and leaves are 
both found in trees.”


